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Why Recycle?
The next time you are walking around town, take a look around. There is tons 

of trash and plastic containers that could be recycled. In our project we are creating 
the recyclable recycling bins. We have asked multiple small businesses if they 
would like to place one in or in front of their store. The following accepted.

● The Outdoor Experience
● Wakefield Venture Group
● Vanity Cups and Promotions



The Process
To begin our service we had to acquire a recycling bin for each place. We 

decided the best option would be to customize a cardboard box, so after it is full 
you can recycle that one as well. We painted a green recycling logo on it and make 
a label. Afterwards, we took them to the stores and told them we would be there a 
week later. 



The Next Step
After a week had passed we came back to see almost all three were filled to 

the top with cardboard boxes, plastic utensils, bottles, and aluminum. We were so 
pleased to know that this trash ended up in the box instead of on the streets. 

One of the businesses that 
allowed us to place recycling bins 
outside , the Outdoor Experience , 
is located beside Dogwood Park. 
It is very important to keep that 
area of town clean! That way, 
people walking and kids playing 
on the playground get to enjoy a 
cleaner environment! 



Research
Some research we did to complete our project was seeing what areas of town were 
in need of a little help when cleaning. When we saw that the busy roads are the 
most unsanitary we took action. Our plan mostly stayed the same. Although, we 
originally had a regular plastic bin. We decided if other students or peer would want 
to help the community like we did, it may be easier to gather a cardboard box 
instead of a plastic bin. Recycling is very common and talked about so much, but 
you would be surprised to know how many people don’t recycle. Over 32% of 
americans don’t recycle their plastic at all, 67% recycle aluminum or metal cans, 
59% recycle paper, and 57% recycle plastic. It’s crazy knowing that with all the hype 
some still don’t want to recycle and make the world greener.



Thinking Green
Our goal in this project was to show that not 

every act of community service has to be difficult to 
accomplish. By cleaning our community we will live 
in a healthier, happier, and cleaner environment.  
With everyone working together we can accomplish 
every goal for this world and make the world a 
greener place to be.



Reflection.
We think our community is in need of help. 
Cleaning up is so easy and so helpful in so 
many ways. I learned that helping isn’t hard 
and people will appreciate it greatly. Knowing 
that in the future our neighborhood or even 
world can be healthy and happy, brings 
happiness to us. These skills are important 
because you need to know how your world 
can change doing such a simple task if we all 
work together. 



How Can You Help?

Helping out isn’t as hard as it 
seems. All you need to do is clean. The 
next time you walk down the street and 
you see trash lying around, find the 
nearest recycling bin or trash can and 
throw it away. The community will thank 
you. 


